Spares, Cables and Accessories
Who for
National Grid stores is a dedicated facility for the management and distribution of extensive stocks and strategic spares.
For many years, we have offered customers emergency access to our National Grid stock of spares on a 365 days a year basis. Our solution removes the need for customers to finance and maintain their own stock.
Many of these spares either are no longer supported or produced by the original equipment manufacturers, or they are subject to long lead times from the suppliers. You can take spares and cable services separately or as a combined access arrangement.

Why choose National Grid
• **Emergency assistance:** As a club member you will gain emergency access to spares 365 days a year.
• **Cost-saving:** We store and manage emergency strategic stock that means you reduce cost for unnecessary storage facilities, site security, maintenance and out of date equipment.
• **One point of contact:** We have tailored our service to suit your business needs.
• **Exclusive access:** We offer spares club membership to businesses who want to have exclusive access to our stock and first line support.
• **Efficient delivery:** All our stock can be delivered to your chosen location overnight or same day if required.

Our solution
• **Spares:** We keep a comprehensive range of High Voltage (HV) components. This includes: tap changers, cables, switchgear, protection, larger spares and overhead line spares in tailored environmental conditions at our Didcot stores. Our instant access service and UK-wide fast delivery, including overnight or same-day service, reduce asset restoration to the shortest possible time.
• **Cables:** We manage an emergency strategic stock of oil filled and XLPE cables covering 132kV to 33kV voltages along with some associated accessories and joints. We are equipped to provide spares 24 hours a day to all club members. Because of that, our customers can reduce the cost for unnecessary storage facilities, site security, maintenance and out of date equipment.